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Situation 

1. Transport is important for the population and the economy 

2. Transport does create costs and problems: roads, cars, fuels, 
congestion, noise, pollution, accidents, climate change … 

3. What should we do? More, faster, private? Less, slower, public? 

4. „You cannot build your way out of congestion and pollution“ 

5. In transport, there are always dynamic reactions and feedbacks 

6. Just a small example …. 
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History: Phase I 

400 years ago ...  

village 

shop, houses 

an old trading road ... 
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History: Phase I 

Dear King, we do need a new road ... 

village 

shop, houses 

an old trading road ... 
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History: Phase II 

Los Angeles 1930, Dresden and Praha and Brno and Bratislava 2000 + 

Congestion 

village 

shop, houses 
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History: Phase II 

Data: 

50 000 cars 

100 000 cars,  
congestion, noise, pollution 

50 000 cars 

5 000 cars 

village 

shop, houses 
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History: Phase II 

The logical answer of the transport planers: 

village 

shop, houses 
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History: Phase II 

Traffic forecast: Yes, we build it! 

55 000 cars 45 000 cars 

50 000 cars 

50 000 cars 

5 000 cars 

village 

shop, houses 
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History: Phase II 

... but after three years: 

60 000 cars,  
congestion, noise, pollution 

10 000 cars,  
congestion, noise, pollution 

village 

shop, houses 
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History: Dynamic responses 

... how is that? Attractive travel generates more/longer trips! 

village 

shop, houses 

and again, noise and pollution are growing ...  
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Agenda I, „more is better“:  To a point! 

First:  In the beginning more roads and more traffic mean: 

  More development, more money, more happiness 

 

The city with the most highways, most cars, most traffic is the best! 

 

 

 

But:  The number of needs covered (trips) stays about constant  

  But we have more engines, longer distances, more energy 

  Benefits for the fast/rich, costs (exclusion) for the slow/poor 

 

  More pollution, more noise, more accidents, more damage 

 

The city with the most noise, pollution, accidents, CO2 is the best? 

No! Growing marginal costs means sinking marginal benefits! 
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More is better?  The optimal point! 
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What is the objective of all movement? 

World 
(as is) 

Not at 
home: 
need to 
move 

Transport 
options: 

Access-ability 

Individual Decision 

Needs 

  WHY? NEEDS!     HOW? MEANS! 
Mobility/Access               Traffic 
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Result: Separate between access and traffic 

mobility/access:  need, cause, reason, purpose („end“) 

   

traffic:   instrument to allow for access („means“) 

  

 

What would you like to have in your city? Pick a wish: 

satisfying access needs with less traffic 

 

 

 1. Guarantee needs satisfaction for all: Access (mobility) 

 2. … with less resources, les money, less time, less 
 pollution, less accidents, less climate change, less area 
 comsumption, less noise, less waste  …  less traffic! 



Today: Sustainable Development SD 

Sustainable development is development   

               

 - that meets the needs of the present generation 

 - while allowing future generations to meet their own 
 needs 

 

In Transport: 

 - … mobility needs of the present (population): access 

 - … with less money, fewer resources, less waste, less 
 pollution, less separation, fewer climate change …  

   

satisfying access needs with less traffic 
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Step By Step 
 
Within ERA-Net Project Stepping 
Stones 

 

 
What makes  
urban transport 
planning and policy  
less   un–sustainable 
 
 
NL, SE, PL, UK, DE 

IBDiM: Road and 

Bridge Research 

Institute (Poland) 

Now: What does newest research tell us? 
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http://transport-era.net/ 
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http://transport-era.net/ 
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O1 O2 

31 CASES 

15 CITIES 



31 cases 
15 cities 



Examples 

Amsterdam: CarSharing (at 200 cars/1000 inhabitants) 

Rotterdam: Spitsscoren: „buy the right to use a car“ 

Dresden: SUMP VEP 2025+ 

Berlin: increase bicycle use programm 

München: Radlhauptstadt („bike capital Munich“) 

Freiburg: Vauban – new living quarter 

Tübingen: mobility manager for companies 

Stockholm: congestion charge 

Malmö: „no ridiculous car trips“ 

Warszawa: parking garages 

Wroclaw: bicycle plan 

(plus 20 more cases) 
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SUMP: http://www.mobilityplans.eu/ 
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• … depends on whom you ask … 

 

• „Success“ has many ingredients: We selcted five of those  

1. Creating a process? 

2. Overcoming barriers? 

3. Monitoring and evaluation? 

4. Reaching the objectives? 

5. Continuing the process? 

 

• In-depth interviews with city experts 

 

• Three degrees of success:  0 or 1 or 2 points 

 

How to measure „success“ 
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„success“ from 3,5 to 9,5 points 
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Attitude Demand 
Transport 
concept 

type of measure is not important 
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• The “Spider in the web” is crucial: A responsible actor (or 
network of actors), well connected, people can trust in him 

• Project type and size are not relevant 

• Identify appropriate windows of opportunity (program/pilot) 

 

• Be patient: SUMP Cycles! Success may come with the 3rd SUMP 

• M&E is absolutely essential (positive/negative/process) 

 

• Responsibility and resources (budget!) must come together 

• Mayor needs to make it a personal concern 

• ALWAYS: Push&Pull – Packages: More attractive what you want 
to have, less attractive what you do not want to have 

 

 

 

 

Results of our research 
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Finally: HOW? 

 

Then: All cities are different from one another! Success towards 
sustainable development depends on the situation 

- maybe „success“ in City A is „no success“ in City B 

- maybe in city A „success“ today is „no success“ tomorrow 

 

Success can never be defined for all circumstances 

 - if the trend is wrong, success is to block or slow down 

 - if the city is uncertain, show positive future and discuss 

 - if the trend is right, „sit down and wait“ is no success 

 - if the trend is right, success is to speed up the process 
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Conclusion: HOW to maintain such a process? 

Separate mobility from traffic from access:  

 We want to have more mobility, 

 but not more traffic: More traffic is the wrong goal!  

 

 

 

LESSONS: 

•Do not only think about WHAT to do? 

•Think much more about HOW to initiate and maintain processes 

 

 

Then: Get a network of actors with many supporting friends 

   What these people decide is best!  

 

 


